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The New York Times and USA Today bestseller!The #1 bestselling Kindle book for an entire year in

two major categories: technothrillers and science fiction, by the author called, "a worthy successor

to Michael Crichton."Â (SFBook.com)Kira Miller is a brilliant genetic engineer who discovers how to

temporarily achieve savant-like capabilities in all areas of thought and creativity. But what if this

transcendent level of intelligence brings with it a ruthless megalomania?David Desh left the special

forces after his team was brutally butchered in Iran. Now he has been reactivated for one last

mission: find Kira Miller, the enigmatic genius behind a bioterror plot that threatens millions. But

when Desh learns that the bioterror plot is just the tip of the iceberg, he is thrust into a byzantine

maze of deception and intrigue, and he becomes a key player in a deadly game he can&apos;t

begin to understand. A game that is certain to have a dramatic impact on the future course of

human history. . .WIRED is a smart thriller crammed with breakneck action, unexpected twists,

mind-expanding science, and intriguing concepts readers will be contemplating long after

they&apos;ve read the last page."Richards is a tremendous new talent" (Stephen Coonts) who can

"keep you turning the pages all night long" (Douglas Preston)Near Future Science Fiction Thrillers

by Douglas E. RichardsWIRED (Wired 1)AMPED (Wired 2)MIND&apos;S EYE (Nick Hall

1)BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2)MIND WARÂ (Nick Hall 3) -- Coming in Oct/Nov, 2016QUANTUM

LENSSPLIT SECONDGAME CHANGERKids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids

and adults alike)TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1)CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2)STRANDED

(Prometheus Project 3)Â Â Â Â Â  OUT OF THIS WORLDTHE DEVIL&apos;S SWORD
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Book Review: Wired by Douglas E RichardsReviewed by J Bryden LloydWriting Style - 4.5/5.0

(Excellent)Wired is a nicely paced read, starting with a hard-hitting opening scene and good, strong

characterisations. The dialogue is considered and flows equally well. From start to finish the whole

structure is carefully retained and it was a good, flowing, easy read.Character Development - 4.0/5.0

(Very Good)This was a great example of character building in general, though I felt the computer

geek character was a little weak and seemed to spend sections of the story where he was actually

surplus to requirements. Having said that, he did grow within the storyline he was afforded and fitted

well with the other main characters. For the leading lady and leading man of the piece, I thought

both were handled exceptionally well and made the story what it was.The bad guy was cleverly built,

and gave me the twist I wanted in the tale.Descriptive - 4.5/5.0 (Excellent)The visualisations

provided by the author were excellent. Even the thought processes under "enhancement" were very

well written, pulling the reader further into the detailed plots and sub-plots.The locations were very

vividly detailed and nicely built also.I found the few combat-oriented scenes were well placed and

used the characters well.Language & Grammar - 4.0/5.0 (Very Good)Very good use of general

language and grammar made this a nice read. It flowed well and everything tied together nicely.The

delivery of the dialogue was good, though I felt that perhaps one or two of the secondary characters

came across as a little wooden. Even so, these were characters we met in passing, and so easy to

forget once the plot had moved on.

I ordered this book because it had gotten so many outstanding reviews, and was a NY Times Best

Seller, among others.After the first few sentences, however, I wondered if I was reading the same

book as those who wrote the glowing reviews. I persevered though to the end.First, the writing got

no better. In fact, it was consistently bad. Other negative reviewers have commented in detail about

the poor writing style. Please see their comments. The best that I can say for it was that it reminded

me of the pulp fiction writing of the 1930s and 1940s, a campy quality that wears very badly after

several chapters.Second, the characters are right out the Super Heroes and X-Men comic books



and movies: super clever, super martial arts skills, super intelligence (even when not enhanced),

and even cute (for the heroine) and muscular (for the hero). The heroes and heroine are 100%

super good, and the villain is 100% super bad. Even when when they are not using the Magic Pill

the heroine has invented, they are far above average in every respect.Third, the Magic Pill.

Newspapers and electronic media today are full of ads that claim the sellers have a wonder pill that

will do miracles for your arthritic, poor memory, prostrate problems, erectile dysfunction, and (just fill

in the blank for your favorite ailment). That's unfortunately the central thesis of this book. Medicine

and neurology, however, are well past the polio vaccines and penicillin antibiotics that actually

worked wonders. There are fewer and fewer miracle involving a Magic Pill, although its legend lives

on in the popular mind.
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